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• Exceptional Location in the Heart of Florence

• Housed in a historical landmark: the Byzantine PagliazzaTower 
dated 6th century AD and the medieval Church of San 
Michele in Palchetto

• Unique 7 Suites, among them: the Pool Suite, with jacuzzi  on 
the terrace and priceless view & the Pagliazza Tower Suite, the 
only Suite in a Byzantine Tower, with Duomo View.

• Breathtaking Views from the most of the rooms

• Interconnecting family accommodations guaranteed at time 
of booking

• 7-table 2 MICHELIN Stars Restaurant Santa Elisabetta

• Private Museum on site with Roman ruins

• Suite Ambassador

• Personalized Welcome Card

• Combinable consortia amenities

• 96% customer satisfaction rate

• Travel distance between major Italian cities by fast trains (First 
Class and free Wi Fi available): 1h 40 from Milan, 1h 30 from 
Rome, 2h from Venice

• One private transfer service from or to Florence airport or 
railway station

• Delicious breakfast prepared by our top rated Chefs; 
reservation of the most exclusive tables, à la Carte 
Breakfast is available and included in the rate

• A personal “Suite Ambassador” who will be at  guests 
complete disposal for any advice, request  or reservation.

• Early check-in and late check-out, subject to availability

• Private check-in in lounge with Prosecco and Red Fruits

• In Suite: fresh flowers, Champagne and red fruits, daily 
complimentary water, chocolate and fresh fruit

• A espresso machine (Nespresso) in Junior Suites and 
Suites

• Complimentary luggage packing and unpacking

• Complimentary clothes pressing on arrival

SELLING POINTS

SUITE & MORE PROGRAM*

Magnificently housed in the iconic Byzantine Pagliazza Tower, Brunelleschi Hotel is a luxurious and historic 
Florentine landmark. Located in the Heart of Florence, a few steps from the Duomo and Piazza della Signoria, it is 
the perfect setting to explore the city and its culinary heritage. Unique Suites, breathtaking views of the Duomo, 
interconnecting family accommodations guaranteed at time of booking; 2 MICHELIN Stars Restaurant , ‘‘al fresco’’ 
Dining , a Museum with roman ruins complete the Experience at the Brunelleschi, in the Heart of Florence.
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